
King’s Cup 

# of Players:  3+ 

Equipment:  Deck of Cards, 1 King's Cup 

Difficulty Rating:  Easy - Flip over a card and do what the table says. 

Danger Rating: Easy- Pretty light except for the Waterfall, and beware the King's Cup. 

Set-Up: 

 Place the "King's Cup" in the center of the table. Shuffle the cards and spread them out in a small circle 

surrounding the cup. The oldest player will go first. 

Game Play: 

 Each player will draw a card on his/her turn. Consult the chart below and complete the corresponding 

instruction. If at any point a player draws a card which disconnects any segment of the circle from touching another, 

that player must drink. 

Card 

Drawn 

Title Instruction 

2 You Pick someone else to drink 

3 Me The person who draws the card drinks 

4 Whores All females drink 

5 Social Everyone drinks! 

6 Dicks All males drink 

7 Heaven The last person to raise their hand to the sky drinks 

8 
Thumb 
Master 

Whenever the Thumb Master puts his thumb on the table, the last person to do place their thumb 
on the table drinks.  Thumb Master can do this as often as they want. TM switches on another 8. 

9 
Bush-A-
Rhyme 

The player who drew picks a word, keep going around the circle rhyming with it, first person who 
can't think of a new word that rhymes drinks 

10 Categories The player who drew the card picks a category and names something in that category, the first 
person that repeats or cannot think of something in that category drinks. examples: styles of beer, 
car manufacturers, geometric shapes 

J Joke The player who drew the card tells a joke, whoever laughs has to drink, if nobody laughs the joke 
teller has to drink 

Q Question Pick a person and ask a question, the person has to respond with a question, continue answering 
with questions until someone messes up. They drink! 

K King's Cup Pour a discretionary amount of your beverage into the King's Cup (mixing flavors/drinks is 
encouraged). When the 4th King is revealed, the person to reveal it must consume the entirety of 
the King's Cup and the game ends. 

A Waterfall Everyone begins drinking at the same time. Others cannot stop drinking until the person to their 
right stops, starting with the person who drew the card, preferably arranged in descending vertical 
height. 

Any good jokes? 


